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An Illustrated Encyclopaedia Of Military Uniforms Of The 19th Century: A Stunning Expert Guide To The Uniforms Of The
Crimean War, The War Of German Civil War, The Boer War And The Balkan Wars
Presents fashionable clothing designs for period clothing from 1066 to 1990 with detailed descriptions.
This volume presents a cross-section of the most common transport vehicles produced and used by the German army. Tanks plus auxiliary vehicles such as cars, motorcycles, vans, ambulances, trucks and
tractors made it possible for the troops to keep moving. These lightly armored or unarmored vehicles—aka “soft skins”—operated behind the front lines, maintaining supply lines, connecting armies with their
home bases, and ultimately determining the outcome of battle. Beginning with the development of military vehicles in the early 1930s, this volume discusses the ways in which this new technology
influenced and, to some extent, facilitated Hitler’s program of rearmament. Nomenclature, standard equipment, camouflage and the combat roles of the various vehicles are thoroughly examined.
Individual vehicle types are arranged and discussed by the following classifications: cars and motorcycles; trucks and tractors; half-tracks and wheeled combat vehicles. Accompanied by well-researched,
detailed line drawings, each section deals with a number of individual vehicles, describing their design, manufacture and specific use.
Presents a visual reference of the fighting men of the period from 8th century BC to the fall of Constantinople in 1453, with images of military dress, weaponry, artillery, ships, siege engines, and
fortifications.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge
on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on
Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in
1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
Warfare in the Classical World
The British Museum Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Ancient Egypt
Historic Cities of the Americas
The Encyclopedia of Military Aircraft
The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Costume and Fashion
An Illustrated Encyclopedia, 1825–2016
German Military Vehicles of World War II
Contains more than seven hundred illustrations of military aircraft of World War II used by both Allied and Axis Countries, together with capsule specifications and history
An authoritative, illustrated history of medieval warfare combines maps, battle plans, and pictorial essays to explore such topics as fortifications, weaponry, the use of cavalry, siege warfare, strategy and theory, and individual
battles and campaigns. UP.
This book provides a fascinating at a glance guide to every major military aircraft type ever flown, all illustrated with a detailed profile artwork, accompanied by details and specifications listing dimensions, powerplant, weights,
armament, and performance. Arranged chronologically by type or theatre to allow easy comparison, like each title in the Visual Encyclopedia series, each featured aircraft or variant in this book is illustrated with an excellent full
color artwork, showing in great detail its characteristics and markings, and completed with an informative caption. Many aircraft are illustrated in profile, and others in a three quarter view. This book features all of the most
famous aircraft from around the world, such as the Supermarine Spitfire, Junkers Ju 87 Stuka, North American Aviation F-86 Sabre, and McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom. With over 1000 outstanding color illustrations and
photographs, this is an authoritatively researched book that celebrates the many diverse designs of more than a century of military aviation.
Presents an illustrated guide to more than one thousand civilian and military ships, from ancient times to the present day.
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of World War I
Armoured Trains
A Survey of 20th-century Tactics, Doctrine, and Organization
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars
From Hand Cannons to Automatic Weapons
War and the Ancient Civilisations of Greece and Rome

Drawing on the vast resources of the British Museum's Egyptology collections and other collections worldwide, this colourful encyclopaedia for children
aged eight and upwards combines authoritative reference with approachable design.
A comprehensive, fully illustrated encyclopedia of river gunboats from the early 19th century to the present day. The first recorded engagement by a
steam-powered warship took place on a river, when in 1824 the Honorable East India Company’s gunboat Diana went into action on the Irrawaddy in
Burma. In the 150 years that followed, river gunboats played a significant part in over forty campaigns and individual actions around the world. This
comprehensive reference book covers the development of riverboat warfare from the early 19th century to current riverine combat vessels in service
today. River gunboats proved to be the decisive factor in a wide range of conflicts across the world—from the New Zealand Wars to the American Civil
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War, and from both World Wars to the conflicts in Indochina and Vietnam. This lavishly illustrated encyclopedia describes the river gunboats that saw
action, plus those converted river steamers which took part in combat. This volume also includes maps of the river systems where they operated,
together with narratives of the principal actions involving river gunboats.
Technical specifications and data on the performance and history of specific planes are featured in a study of helicopters, propeller aircraft, and all types
of commercial airplanes from the early jetliners to the modern supersonic transports
This comprehensive, fully illustrated reference volume covers the evolution of small arms from primitive spears to portable rocket launchers. The
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Small Arms details more than 1,000 weapons, complete with full-color photographs. Featuring arms from around the world
and across history, this stunning guide highlights the intricacies that make each variety unique, tying in historical anecdotes as well as the history of
certain brands. Revealing fascinating insights and historical episodes—such as the inspiration for Samuel L. Colt’s revolvers, or the lozenge-case gun
used by Italian spies during World War II—this is an ideal resource for historians as well as fire arms enthusiasts. The volume is lushly illustrated with
detailed photographs, many of which are published here for the first time.
Firearms: An Illustrated History
An Illustrated Guide to Cars, Trucks, Half-Tracks, Motorcycles, Amphibious Vehicles and Others
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Uniforms of the Roman World
Encyclopedia of Intelligence and Counterintelligence
100 Years of Wartime Motorcycles, from the First Machines F World War I to the Diesel-Powered Types and Quad Bikes of Today, with 230 Photographs
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Small Arms
From 1066 to the Present
Expert and stunning illustrations show in painstaking detail the uniforms and their developments for all the major nations involved in World War I.
A fully illustrated encyclopedia of military trains around the world, from the early 19th century to today, arranged alphabetically from Angola to Vietnam.
European military forces were quick to put railways to use in warfare, whether for deploying soldiers or moving heavy artillery. Soon enough, the train became a
potent weapon in its own right—a battleship on rails. Armed and armored, they became the first self-propelled war machines, which by the time of the American
Civil War were able to make significant contributions to battlefield success. Thereafter, almost every belligerent nation with a railway system made some use of
armored rolling stock, ranging from low-intensity colonial policing to the massive employment of armored trains during the Russian Civil War. And although they
were somewhat eclipsed as frontline weapons by the development of the tank and other AFVs, armored trains were still in use as late as the civil wars of the
former republic of Yugoslavia. This encyclopedic book covers, country by country, the huge range of fighting equipment that rode the rails over nearly two
centuries. While it outlines the place of armored trains in the evolution of warfare, it concentrates on details of their design through photographs and meticulous
drawings. Published in French in 1989, this highly regarded work has been completely revised and expanded for this English edition. It remains the last word on
the subject.
With rare maps, prints, and photographs, this unique volume explores the dramatic history of the Americas through the birth and development of the
hemisphere's great cities. * Over 70 richly detailed entries on the most colorful, important cities of the New World, from Quebec City, Boston, and San Francisco
in the Northern Hemisphere, to Buenos Aires, Cuzco, and Bahia in the Southern * Four geographical sections (the Caribbean, Mexico and Central America, North
America, and South America), enabling the reader to easily locate information * Hundreds of rare, historically significant antique maps, prints, and photographs,
enhancing both the value and appearance of the book * A very extensive bibliography, providing users with easy access to many hard-to-find materials
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Military Uniforms of the 19th CenturyAn Expert Guide to the Crimean War, American Civil War, Boer War, Wars of German and
Italian Unification and Colonial Wars
The Middle Ages, 768-1487
Toward Combined Arms Warfare
Visual Encyclopedia Military Aircraft
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Commercial Aircraft
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms from 1775-1783, the American Revolutionary War
An Illustrated History of Military Motorcycles
River Gunboats
Completely revised and expanded since its French publication, Armoured Trains: An Illustrated Encyclopedia 1825-2016 is the first English-language edition of the authoritative work on the subject. Military
forces around the world were quick to see the advantages of railways in warfare, whether for the rapid deployment of men or the movement of heavy equipment like artillery. From this realization, it was a
short step to making the train a potent weapon in its own right--a mobile fort or a battleship on rails. Armed and armored, they became the first practical self-propelled war machines. As demonstrated in the
American Civil War, these trains were able to make a significant contribution to battlefield success. Thereafter, almost every belligerent nation with a railway system made some use of armored rolling stock,
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ranging from low-intensity colonial policing to the massive employment of armored trains during the Russian Civil War. Although they were somewhat eclipsed as frontline weapons by the development of the
tank and other armored fighting vehicles, armored trains retained a role as late as the civil wars in the former republic of Yugoslavia. This truly encyclopedic book covers, country by country, the range of
fighting equipment that rode the rails over nearly two centuries. While this book outlines the place of armored trains in the evolution of warfare, it concentrates on details of their design through a vast array of
photographs and the author's meticulous drawings.
Presents illustrations of weapons, uniforms, and historical scenes and covers the key armed conflicts of the ninteenth-century and how the nature of warfare changed.
This unique illustrated book charts the development in military uniform in relation to a shifting world, in an incredible visual directory with expert analysis and commentary.
"A highly illustrated guide to military uniforms from the end of the eighteenth century to today, including uniforms from the Seven Years' War, American Civil War, World War I, World War II, Tietnam,
Afghanistan. Featuring uniforms from famous units suchs as the Waffen-SS, 101st Airborne, The British Royal Navy, French Foreign Legion, US Marine Corps, and the Luftwaffe. Hundreds of artworks with
each uniform shown in detail. Each uniform is accomanied by a detailed caption and specification box listing the country, date, unit, rank, theater, location, and conflict in which the uniform was worn" -- p. [4]
of cover.
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of 19th Century Firearms
A Detailed Study of the Armies of Rome and Their Enemies, Including the Etruscans, Samnites, Carthaginians, Celts, Macedonians, Gauls, Huns, Sassanids, Persians and Turks
Military Small Arms of the 20th Century
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Military Uniforms of the 19th Century
Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Peculiar Pairs in Nature
Fighting men and their uniforms

This book brings a highly eventful period of European history to life, chrinicling the battles, campaigns and skirmishes of the conflict and the political triumphs and declines of the
combatant forces.
This authoritative volume traces the evolution of the art of warfare in the Greek and Roman worlds between 1600BC and AD 800, from the rise of Mycenaean civilisation to the
fall of Ravenna and the eventual decline of the Roman Empire. The book is also, of course, about the great military commanders, such as Alexander and Julius Caesar - men
whose feats of generalship still provide material for discussion and admiration in the world's military academies.
From ancient times to the present day, the world's finest warriors have been marked out by a stunning variety of dress, tactics and equipment. This splendid collection of artwork
and commentaries illustrates famous combatants from all the ages of military history, bringing them to life in incredible colour and detail. From the gleaming plate armour of the
medieval knight to the sleek camouflage gear of modern special ops forces, from the distinctive attire of the Japanese samurai to the ballistic armour and modern electronics of
Russia's elite Spetsnaz, this is an unmissable tour of history's most impressive fighting men.
In nearly 1500 entries, many of them strikingly and often surprisingly illustrated, J. C. Cooper has documented the history and evolution of symbols from prehistory to our own
day. With over 200 illustrations and lively, informative and often ironic texts, she discusses and explains an enormous variety of symbols extending from the Arctic to Dahomey,
from the Iroquois to Oceana, and coming from systems as diverse as Tao, Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Islam, Tantra, the cult of Cybele and the Great Goddess, the PreColumbian religions of the Western Hemisphere and the Voodoo cults of Brazil and West Africa.
An Expert Guide to the Uniforms of Britain, America, Germany, Ussr and Japan, Together with Other Axis and Allied Forces
The Cambridge Illustrated Atlas of Warfare
The Illustrated Encyclopedia Of Pistols, Revolvers and Submachine Guns
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of World War II
The War of the Worlds
From World War II to the Present Day
The Encyclopedia of Weapons
Features multiple entries on weapons divided into four segments and is further subdivided into types of pistols, submachine guns, rifles, mortars, antitank weapons, rocket artillery
and many others. Each entry contains photographs of the weapon as well as its history and background and detailed illustrations demonstrating its action.
Presents military motorcycles used in different countries and time periods, and entries that include photographs, manufacturer, construction, years of production, and maximum
speed for each vehicle.
From references to secret agents in The Art of War in 400 B.C.E. to the Bush administration's ongoing War on Terrorism, espionage has always been an essential part of state
security policies. This illustrated encyclopedia traces the fascinating stories of spies, intelligence, and counterintelligence throughout history, both internationally and in the United
States. Written specifically for students and general readers by scholars, former intelligence officers, and other experts, Encyclopedia of Intelligence and Counterintelligence
provides a unique background perspective for viewing history and current events. In easy-to-understand, non-technical language, it explains how espionage works as a function of
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national policy; traces the roots of national security; profiles key intelligence leaders, agents, and double-agents; discusses intelligence concepts and techniques; and profiles the
security organizations and intelligence history and policies of nations around the world. As a special feature, the set also includes forewords by former CIA Director Robert M.
Gates and former KGB Major General Oleg Kalugin that help clarify the evolution of intelligence and counterintelligence and their crucial roles in world affairs today.
Come along for another fresh take on the animal kingdom from bestselling author and illustrator, Sami Bayly. Discover 60 of the most peculiar pairs in nature and learn how plant
and animal species rely on each other for their survival. Whether it be a rare tick living in the fur of a pygmy possum, a stick insect feasting and hiding out amongst the Melaleuca or
a handfish laying its eggs on a sea squirt, incredible natural relationships deserve to be explored and celebrated. Investigating all types of relationships, from symbiotic to parasitic,
this is an eye-opening guide to the natural world. Many species steer clear of those who are different, but the animals and plants in this book have evolved to form relationships
with some of the most unlikely partners, and they couldn't live without them. This gorgeous hardcover book is illustrated in exquisite detail by award-winning author and illustrator,
Sami Bayly. The perfect companion to The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of UglyAnimals and The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Dangerous Animals.
An Illustrated Encyclopedia
An Illustrated Encyclopedia 1825-2016
An Expert Guide to the Uniforms of Britain, France, Russia, America, Germany and Austria-Hungary, with Additional Detail on the Armies of Portugal, Belgium, Italy, Serbia, the
Ottomans, Japan and More
The World's Military Aircraft
The Rand McNally Encyclopedia of Military Aircraft, 1914-1980
A Cultural History
Warriors
Et opslagsværk med mange detaljer, tegninger og fotos af over 210 fly m. varianter.
World War II saw pilots from around the world battling in the skies over Europe, Asia and Africa, with victory resting upon their
nerve, skill and the capabilities of some of history's most iconic aircraft. In the chaos of battle, it was vital that they could
quickly identify friend from foe. But do you know your Hurricane from your Bf 109, or what the legendary P-51 Mustang looks like?
Do you know the wingspan of the A6M Zero-sen, or how fast it could fly? THE WORLD WAR II FIGHTER PLANES SPOTTER'S GUIDE answers
all of these questions and more, providing essential information on over 90 legendary aircraft, from the celebrated Spitfire to
the jet-powered Me 262. Featuring full-colour artwork to aid recognition, as well as all the details you need to assess their
performance, this is the perfect pocket guide to the Allied and Axis fighters of World War II
Describes the cultural, historical, and scientific aspects of hairdressing and hairstyling throughout history.
A visual historical reference to over 500 military, law enforcement and antique firearms from around the world with a fascinating
history of small arms from the 14th century to the present day, comprehensive directories of small arms, full technical
specifications and is illustrated with more than 550 photographs and artworks. This book features world's most important small
guns from the medieval hand cannon and the matchlock handgun to the Luger P08 and today's FN P90 as well as famous small arms
including the Colt .45, the Browning High-Power M1935, the Lanchester and the MP38 submachine gun. Included are specially
commissioned color photographs and artworks, including cutaway diagrams to show internal components and gun operation. This
complete guide is expertly written by leading professionals in their field.
An Expert Guide to the Crimean War, American Civil War, Boer War, Wars of German and Italian Unification and Colonial Wars
An Expert, In-depth Reference to the Officers and Soldiers of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Period, 1792-1815
World War II Fighter Planes Spotter's Guide
An Illustrated History of the Development of the World's Military Firearms During the 19th Century
An Expert Guide to the Uniforms of the American Militias and Continental Army, the Armies and Navies of Great Britain and France,
German and Spanish Units, and American Indian Allies
The Encyclopedia of World Military Power
Visual Encyclopedia of Ships
This new edition of Ian Hogg's classic is this century's ultimate reference work on the subject of military small arms. It has been fully updated and expanded (by 64 pages) to cover all small arms in military service during the 20th
century and now includes many arms listings and photographs that did not appear in earlier editions. Recognized internationally as the leading authority on military small arms, author Ian Hogg was given free rein on this edition;
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he has delivered the ultimate reference edition for all interested in the history of these arms. Arms coverage includes: Pistols Submachine Guns Bolt-Action Rifles Automatic Rifles Machine Guns Anti-Tank/Materiel Rifles
Ammunition
This fascinating visual account of firearms shows everything from the earliest cannons to modern weapons of war. It also highlights how gun technology and military tactics developed in tandem over time. Centuries ago, the
Chinese discovered that if they put gunpowder and a projectile into a metal tube and ignited it, they could fire the projectile with enormous force. The first guns were born. Firearms: An Illustrated History showcases over 300
firearms including pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns, machine-guns, and artillery, each with annotated close-up photographs and details of their origins, barrel, and caliber. It details the use of the firearms, not just in the military
but for sport, hunting, and law enforcement. This comprehensive volume traces the history of firearms, highlighting "turning points" such as the rifle with its parallel spiraled groves that could impart a spin to bullets making them
fly straighter. It also showcases iconic firearms such as the Walther PPK self-loading pistol popularised in James Bond films. With information on the great gunsmiths including Beretta and Kalashnikov and a detailed guide to how
guns work, Firearms: An Illustrated History is an essential purchase for everyone interested in guns and military history.
A definitive analysis of the weapons, equipment, deployment, tactics and motivation of these national forces, as well as fascinating detail of day-to-day life for the soldiers that fought the battles
An Illustrated Encyclopaedia
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World's Modern Military Aircraft
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Combat Aircraft of World War II
Encyclopedia of Hair
An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Traditional Symbols
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